May Newsletter
May- News and Bargains
Did you know that you can now order Armstrong Glass on the web? That’s right. You can
now find every glass that Armstrong makes on our website at www.armstrongglass.com.
This includes our entire line of fusing glass called Float Fire 82.
But wait! That’s not all. We also carry a selection of Wissmach and Spectrum Glass and the
selection is growing every month. We will soon be adding Kokomo Glass so be sure to let us
know your favorite colors.
Need stained glass supplies? We are adding supplies on a weekly basis. If we don’t have
what you want, just send us an e-mail or call us at (800) 241-5013 and we’ll get it for you.
Better yet, once we add a new item, in most cases it becomes a stock item so you will be
able to find it the next time you need it.
Remember to visit our Outlet store in Kennesaw, Georgia if you are anywhere near the
Atlanta area.

No Days Mosaic Mesh
The new No Days Mosaic Mesh is an easy way to mosaic
vertical surfaces. The mesh has the adhesive built right in.
There is no need for the messy glue or wasted time watching
glue dry. With No Days Mosaic Mesh you can cut the glass,
place it, heat it and mount the finished project all in the same
day. Give it a try today!

Now offering Wissmach Glass
We have recently added 27 colors from Wissmach Glass to our
already large glass selection. Some of these colors include a
brilliant multicolored granite, amber English Muffle, and a red
and yellow Victorian Mottled. Click on the picture to see the
entire selection.

Newly added Spectrum Glass
We have just added 5 colors to our offering of Spectrum
Glass. Some of the new selections include an olive green
rough rolled (great for leaves and stems), steel and sky blue
Waterglass, and amber Vechio. Click on the picture to see the
complete selection.

Ask the Pro
Don't forget that this Friday, May 8, is ask the pro day at
Armstrong Glass. This is the perfect time to stop in to ask any
and all questions that you have about stained glass. Marylee is
here to help you with anything from getting started to the
finishing touches. Come in with questions and leave with the
answers!
Many new items can be found on our website. Please be sure to check back with us often and see
whats new at www.armstrongglass.com
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